The size and complexity of software in computer systems and even in consumer electronics is drastically and continuously increasing, thus increasing the compilation time. For example, the compilation time for building some of mobile phones' platform software takes several hours. In order to reduce the compilation time, this paper proposes a Distributed Scalable Compilation Tool, called DiSCo where full compilation passes such as preprocessing, compilation, and even linking are performed at remote machines, i.e. in parallel. To the best of our knowledge DiSCo is the first distributed compiler to support complete distributed processing in all the compilation passes. We use an extensive dependency analysis in parsing compilation commands for exploiting higher command-level parallelism, and we apply a file caching method and a network-drive protocol for reducing the remote compilation overhead and simplifying the implementation. Lastly, we minimize load imbalance and remote machine management overhead with our heuristic static scheduling method by predicting compilation time and considering the overheads invoked by the compilation process. Our evaluation using four large mobile applications and eight GNU applications shows that the performance of DiSCo is scalable and the performance is close to a profile scheduling.
Introduction
In the last decade, while the processor technology has been consistently improved, the size of the software on computer systems, consumer electronics, and communication systems has continued to grow drastically [1] . This size increment results in longer compilation time and reduces software productivity. In order to alleviate the problem, we may apply several techniques to the compilation. For example, we can use faster machines for compilation, and efficient software maintenance schemes for avoiding unnecessary recompilation and improving software reusability [2] , [3] .
The most promising solution to reduce the compilation time is to use a distributed compiler that performs parallel compilation on network connected master and slave (remote) machines [4] - [7] . The master node distributes independent compilation tasks to remote nodes, and the remote nodes compile them in parallel. The distributed compilers can be classified into two categories based on who performs preprocessing. One is called a local preprocessing scheme where the preprocessing is performed on the master node, and the other is called a remote preprocessing scheme where the preprocessing is performed on the remote nodes. The structure of the local preprocessing scheme is much simpler than that of the remote preprocessing scheme. With the local preprocessing scheme, because all application sources are already available on the master node, we do not need to concern about the availability of necessary files for the preprocessing on the remote nodes. However, the expected performance of the local scheme is limited and not scalable due to high serial fractions as explained in Amdahl's Law [8] , [9] , because the preprocessing is performed in serial by the master node. The performance of the local preprocessing scheme heavily depends on the performance of the master node. The popular open-source distributed compiler, distcc belongs to this category [4] . On the other hand, the remote preprocessing scheme shows better performance than the local one in general, because the preprocessing can be performed in parallel by the remote machines. But this method suffers from heavy communication overhead between the master and the remote nodes, because the master node has to send source files and their related header files to the remote nodes. For this reason, the performance of the remote preprocessing scheme depends on the communication latency. The distributed compilers such as zBuilder, dmake, IncrediBuild and distcc (pump) belong to this category [4] - [7] . In this paper, as a remote preprocessing scheme we introduce DiSCo (Distributed Scalable Compiler tool), a novel distributed compiler tool that applies massive parallelism to compilation. There are four major contributions by DiSCo while compared to the other compilers [4] - [7] .
1. Our compilation tool achieves scalable performance in distributed compilation. To the best of our knowledge, our compiler system is the first distributed compiler to support complete distributed processing in all compilation passes, such as preprocessing, compilation, and linking. 2. We develop our own compilation command scheduler for producing higher command level parallelism and minimizing load imbalance. We group several independent commands into one chunk, called a command block instead of scheduling compilation commands one by one as in [4] - [7] . Our compiler distributes independent compilation tasks inside a single command block to remote nodes for parallel compilation, and command blocks are compiled in a serial manner. ing process management overhead. As a result, we could minimize load imbalance and achieved the performance close to a profile scheduling in Sect. 3. 4. We support file caching to avoid the replication of same file accesses by remote nodes, and therefore we can reduce the communication overhead significantly.
We evaluated our distributed compiler's performance using large size mobile applications and compared our compiler with the publicly and commercially available distributed compilers; distcc [4] and IncrediBuild [5] by compiling various GNU applications on our Intel Xeon 8-node cluster system † . Our distributed compiler showed better performance than the other compilers [4] , [5] . Also, the achieved speedup is scalable, and it reached about only 2% lower than a profile scheduling in most evaluations. This paper consists of the following: Section 2 presents an overall architecture of our distributed compiler system, and Sect. 3 presents the detailed implementation of the major functions of our our system. Section 4 shows the performance analysis and Sect. 5 compares our system with representative distributed compilers. Finally, the conclusion is made in Sect. 6. Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of our distributed scalable compilation tool (DiSCo). The machines for the distributed compilation consist of one master node that contains application sources to be compiled, and several remote nodes that receive the compilation requests from the master node. DiSCo is formed of four components: a command scheduler, a connection manager, a network drive manager, and a compilation manager.
Architecture of DiSCo Tool
The command scheduler analyzes dependencies between commands using the dependency analyzer by parsing the Makefile of the project and schedules the distributed compilation sequences. The generated information during the parsing process such as compilation command, a type of the command, and its working directory is sent to the connection manager on the master node.
The connection manager on the master node uses a thread pool for efficient communication with the connection manager on the remote nodes [10] . The thread waits for the response from the remote node about the status of the remote compilation task. If the compilation fails, then the connection manager on the master node kills the failed thread, and wakes another idle thread for a recompilation process. Otherwise, the thread receives a compilation complete signal from the remote node and goes back to the idle sleeping state. The number of threads in the thread pool is controlled by the master node.
The compilation manager takes care of the compilation process (preprocessing, compilation, and linking) and provides compilation status. Most compilation processes are done by the remote nodes the remote nodes except for three cases. The first case is when a shell script type command is executed because, it is difficult to determine dependencies from other commands. The second case is a linking command that cannot be distributed on the remote nodes because of dependencies. Finally, the third case is when the master node may perform a compilation task instead of a remote node that fails a compilation job.
The network drive manager connects local storages between the master node and the remote nodes with a network drive interface, which is different from the other compilers that use an explicit file transmission scheme [4] , [5] , [7] . This interface allows us to provide file sharing between the † The performance of DiSCo could not be compared with distcc and IncrediBuild by compiling the large mobile applications that need the ARM tcc compiler on the Windows platform. The distcc compiler is available only on Linux, and the tcc compiler cannot be integrated with IncrediBuild.
master and the remote nodes very easily. More specifically, for remote compilation and linking in the other distributed compilers, all related and newly generated object files must be transferred to a remote linking node explicitly. However, the network drive interface of DiSCo is implemented as an OS daemon, and therefore the transmission is done implicitly.
The remote preprocessing scheme that is used for DiSCo resulted in excessively repeated read operations for header files over the network drive, and as a result it degraded the performance significantly. This is because the preprocessor must find all associated files for preprocessing source files like #include headers in C/C++ source files and include paths of commands [11] . In order to resolve the problem, we use a file caching scheme [12] . In other words, we cache, i.e. copy files that are accessed repeatedly over the network onto the local drives of remote machines. All compilation results are stored at the local drive of the master node. The following subsections will describe these functionalities in detail.
Major Functionalities for DiSCo Tool

Command Scheduling
The make utility [13] provides two functionalities for application build: analyzing dependencies between compilation commands and executing them. The utility is also able to execute the commands in parallel for fast compilation on shared memory multiprocessor machines, and this feature has been adapted to some distributed compilers [4] - [7] , [14] . Whenever an independent command is found through the dependence analysis phase, the utility creates multiple compilation processes and snatches the processes for the remote compilation. Even though the implementation of this approach is very simple, this method incurs significant performance overhead when remote processes are created and terminated frequently due to one remote process per command. Therefore, to reduce the overhead, DiSCo extracts sets of independent commands to be executed in parallel from the make utility and schedule them at one time. For this purpose, we built a command scheduler to consist of four components, as shown in Fig. 2 : make utility, a command parser, a dependence analyzer, and a scheduling man- For the command parsing, we used the dry-running of the make utility where the utility prints out all compilation commands (shell scripts, compilation commands, and linking commands) and comments without actual compilation and command execution [13] . The redundant commands which are side effects from the dry-runs are filtered out. Our parser excludes the comments from the results of the dryrun, and assigns an unique identification number, an execution type (shell script, compile and link), and a working directory to each command. We chose the make utility because the tool is the most commonly used. Other build tools such as ant [15] , maven [16] , scons [17] , etc. can aslo be used, to support dry-run instead of make. The dependence analyzer identifies independent compilation commands to be executed in parallel and group them into one chunk, called a command block. Algorithm 1 explains an algorithm of the command block generation. The algorithm groups independent commands into one command block, and the command blocks are executed in serial between themselves.
We developed three kinds of scheduling methods for the distributed compilation: dynamic, static and profile. In Table 2 .
the dynamic scheduling, we assign a command one by one to idle remote nodes, and therefore the load imbalance can be minimized, but the remote management overhead may be increased.
In the static scheduling method, the command scheduler intelligently distributes independent commands in the command block to remote nodes in order to minimize the load imbalance among the nodes. For this purpose, we need to predict the compilation time of each command accurately. From our detailed study of the compilation time prediction, there was 14% difference between the actual and the predicted compilation time when considering only the source file size for prediction as shown in Fig. 3 . The major reason of the difference is that the compilation process invoking overhead was not considered. When we additionally considered the number of source files to be compiled per remote node that represents compilation process invoking overhead, the difference reduces to 6%. From our compilation time prediction and deep performance analysis, we developed a task assignment scheme in Algorithm 2 based on the static scheduling method. All the numbers of the algorithm are derived from experimental results.
At first, tasks (commands) are sorted in decreasing order by their predicted compilation time, then the tasks are assigned in the order to a node that has the minimum amount of scheduled compilation time of already assigned tasks. There are two exceptions during the task assignment. First, if the number of assigned tasks to a single node exceeds max tasks (all tasks/2), then no more tasks are assigned to the node. Second, when finishing 80% of the task assignment, if a node has minimum compilation time of the assigned tasks and the time is smaller than min tasks, then all the remaining tasks are assigned to the node.
Also, in order to determine the accuracy of our compilation time prediction, the compilation was done using profile scheduling which is the same as the static scheduling but profiled actual compilation time of the commands is used.
File Caching
In general, a large project has commands that involve huge number of including paths, and therefore a preprocessor needs to handle large number of header files. For example, the mobile device applications that we used for the performance evaluation have 245 included paths per compilation command on average. The large header files may incur significant remote preprocessing overhead [11] . One of the possible solutions is to use pre-copying that copies header files to remote nodes before preprocessing them. However, the pre-copying is not an adequate approach, because unnecessary header files may be copied wasting network bandwidth.
Because our distributed compiler uses a network drive for compilation jobs, these heavy and frequent file searching operations became a critical problem in performance. To resolve this problem, DiSCo supports a file caching scheme [12] , called H-cache (Header-cache) to search headers from a local drive. Figure 4 shows the architecture of Hcache on remote nodes, and it consists of three modules: an H-cache core, an H-cache hash table, and an H-cache repository. Before searching for a file from the network drive (i.e. access the file from the master's local drive), the H-cache core checks whether the file has been accessed before by examining the H-cache hash table.
• If the requested file has been never accessed before, then the H-cache core copies the target file onto the Hcache repository from the network drive and updates the hash table. The H-cache repository is a local file system where the cached files exist and the repository has the same folder tree as the source project on the master node.
• If the file has been already accessed, then the H-cache core gets the file location from the H-cache repository that is informed to a preprocessor.
Before the application build, the master node scans the status of all cached header files. If any of the header files are modified, the master node informs the modification to the associated remote nodes, and the remote nodes remove the entries of the header files from the hash table.
Remote Linking
According to Amdahl's law, the speedup of parallel execution is limited by its serial execution. Most distributed compilers [4] - [7] execute script and linking commands on a master node, i.e., executing them in serial. These commands are considered as synchronization points of the distributed compilation processes where all nodes must wait for the completion of all the previous commands. In some applications, the time for processing the script and linking commands is small, and the time for the script command is even smaller than that of the linking command. Therefore, the existing distributed compilers do not concern about the linking command distribution. However, some applications have multiple linking operations and their execution time is longer than the other compilation commands. For example, in binutils-2.20, the linking time takes about 20% of the total build time.
In our distributed compilation tool, the linking command is managed the same as normal compilation commands as depicted in Fig. 2 . As mentioned in Sect. 3.1, all commands in the same command block can be executed in parallel. The independent linking commands and even compilation commands in the same command block (for example, x.exe: a.o b.o, y.exe: a.o c.o, and z.o: z.c) can be distributed remotely, and therefore executed in parallel. Moreover, no object file transfer operations are needed because remote nodes of DiSCo can access all object files using the the network drive.
Evaluation
Experiment Environment
In order to measure realistic performance data, we chose four very large size mobile applications that are used for Qualcomm MSM6550 and MSM6150 [18] based mobile phones. It takes about 2 hours to compile each mobile application. Also, we chose eight GNU applications for the performance comparison with other two distributed compilers, distcc and IncrediBuild. It takes 3 to 30 minutes for compiling each GNU application, which means that the size of the GNU applications is relatively smaller than the mobile applications. We could not use the mobile applications for the performance comparison due to their incompatibility of compilers and platforms for the build. We explained the reason at the footnote of Sect. 1. The modified gcc-4.2.0 compiler to support the Hcache was used for a preprocessor of mobile applications and ARM tcc compiler was used for backend of them. All GNU applications were compiled using gcc-3.4.4 for Cygwin compatibility. All benchmark tests were performed on 8 nodes of DELL PowerEdge 1751 Server and the detailed system information is explained in Table 1 . Table 2 shows the compilation characteristics of each application on the master node. The compilation time is divided into three parts: compilation (preprocessing + compilation), linking, and shell script execution. The "DG Build" column indicates time to generate a dependency graph, i.e., to identify command blocks from the make utility generated command list, and the time is less than 1.5% of the total build time on average. The "Parallel ratio" implies the ratio of the possible parallel build time to the total build time. The "Serial" fraction consists of the DG build time, shell script execution time, and the sequential command execution time on the master node. The rest of the compilation time is classified as the "Parallel" fraction. Also, the table shows the number of command blocks and remote linking opportunities. The larger number of commands per command block implies higher parallelization opportunity while the higher number of command blocks implies lower paral- lelization opportunity because of synchronization.
Compilation Characteristics of the Applications
The mobile applications have very high parallelization opportunities even if they have more than 350 command blocks. Except linking and script commands, all commands are inside a single command block, and therefore most of commands can be executed in parallel. Some of the GNU applications like mpfr-2.3.2 and ncurses-5.7 have high parallelization ratio, but the others like gnutls-2.8.6, libwmf-0.2.8.4, cvs-1.11.22 and binutils-2.20 do not. The two numbers of the last column in the table indicate remote linking opportunity: the right number shows the total number of linking commands, and the left number shows the number of linking commands that can be executed remotely. Only three applications, ncurses-5.7, gmp-4.2.4 and binutils-2.20, can achieve the potential performance improvement by remote linking operation.
Performance Analysis
GNU Applications
Overall Speedup We compared the performance of the DiSCo with two widely used distributed compilers, distcc (with pump mode) and IncrediBuild (automatic interception interface) [5] , [14] . Since distcc incurred an error on the final phase of linking when building ncurses-5.7, we modified distcc source code to execute the linking command without the distcc support.
As depicted in Fig. 5 , DiSCo shows 295% speedup on average with 7 remote nodes while distcc and IncrediBuild exhibit only 267% and 147% speedup, respectively. The speedup is the ratio of the sequential compilation time on the master node to the distributed compilation. In all the applications, DiSCo shows better performance than distcc and IncrediBuild. The achieved speedup in gnutls-2.8.6, libwmf-0.2.8.4, cvs-1.11.22 and binutils-2.20 are low, because their parallel ratio is low (about 70% on average) as shown in Table 2 .
DiSCo outperforms distcc and IncrediBuild because of an extensive dependence analysis and task assign- ment policies respectively. First, DiSCo extracts dependencies between commands through its own dependency analyzer, and DiSCo produces higher command level parallelism than make utility as shown in Fig. 6 . Second, IncrediBuild induces severe resource conflicts since it as- signs a compilation job to a single core while DiSCo and distcc assign a compilation job to a single node. According to our preliminary experiments, heavy compilation jobs use lots of resources of a system. Even if the system has multi-cores, multiple compilation jobs on the system incur severe performance degradation of each compilation job. Scheduling In most cases as shown in Fig. 7 , the static scheduling achieves better performance than the dynamic scheduling and close performance to profile scheduling. The profile scheduling is about 10% slower than the ideal since the ideal result was derived from Amdahl's Law with which assuming neither load imbalance nor remote compilation overhead. On average the static scheduling shows 9.2% higher speedup than the dynamic scheduling and only 2.1% less speedup than the profile scheduling. More attractively, Fig. 7 shows that the DiSCo tool provides very good performance scalability with respect to the number of remote nodes. Figure 8 shows the reason why the static scheduling is better than the dynamic scheduling. Overall, the static scheduling incurs about 2% overhead while the dynamic scheduling incurs 5%. 0.3% and 1.8% of the total compilation time in the static scheduling, and 4.1% and 0.9% of the total compilation time in the dynamic scheduling are consumed by communication and load imbalance overhead, respectively. On average, the static scheduling has 14 times shorter communication time, but about 2 times larger load imbalance than the dynamic scheduling.
The three applications, gnutls-2.8.6, aspell-0.60.6, and binutils-2.20 incur larger load imbalance than the others due to four reasons: wrong compilation time prediction, large number of command blocks, long compilation time per source file and small number of source files to be compiled. The higher number of command blocks require higher number of synchronization, and the longer compilation time may incur longer idle time on other remote nodes (load imbalance). Also, small number of source files imply lower command level parallelism. More in detail, while the other applications have 81 (8.7 non-script blocks) command blocks on average, gnutls-2.8.6 has 2.7 times more (7 times more non-script blocks) command blocks, and its average compilation time per a source file is 1.5 times longer than the others. The spell-0.60.6 application has small number of command blocks, but has the longest average compilation time per source file, about 2 times longer than the others. In particular, its number of source files is 3 times smaller than the others. Unlike with gnutls-2.8.6 and aspell-0.60.6, in ncurses-5.7 the static scheduling delivers 17% higher performance than the dynamic scheduling. Because ncurses-5.7 has much more source files than the others, it incurs longer communication time than the others in the dynamic scheduling (10% vs. 4.1% of the total compilation time). Using the static scheduling, ncurses-5.7's communication time overhead is reduced to 1% of the total compilation time. Moreover, ncurses-5.7's average compilation time of source files is the smallest among the applications, just 47% of the others; it results in smaller load imbalance than the other benchmarks.
The static scheduling is a very attractive method to improve distributed compilation performance due to its ability to reduce the management overheads. Nevertheless, conventional distributed compilers [4] - [7] have not used the scheduling because their architecture depends on make utility and compilation time prediction is not accurate: it induces large load imbalance. The static scheduling of DiSCo resolves both problems by using the independent command scheduler and the static scheduling algorithm in Sect. 3. As a result, the static scheduling of DiSCo induces only 0.7% more load imbalance than the profile scheduling as depicted in Fig. 8 . Remote Linking Among the tested eight GNU applications, three have remote linking opportunities. Each application shows 10% (gmp-4.2.4), 4% (ncurses-5.7) and 22% (binutils-2.20) performance improvement by using the remote linking on seven remote nodes, and they are shown in Fig. 9 . In order to get meaningful performance improvement with remote linking, an application should satisfy two requirements: (1) sufficiently large number of remote linking commands to exploit parallelization opportunities and (2) long execution time of the remotely linked commands. In case of ncurses-5.7, DiSCo can execute 24 linking commands remotely, but they consume only 2.1% out of the total build time. Therefore, ncurses-5.7 cannot get meaningful performance improvement with remote linking. Different from ncurses-5.7, gmp-4.2.4 allows executing all 11 linking commands remotely. It takes 13.7% of the total build time, and therefore the remote linking method improves the performance by 10%. Remarkably, DiSCo can execute 15 out of 22 linking commands remotely in binutils-2.20 and it takes 18% of the total build time. As a result, binutils-2.20 shows the largest performance improvement, 22%.
Mobile Applications
Overall Speedup Figure 7 shows the performance of four mobile applications when using three scheduling schemes, the dynamic, the static, and the profile scheduling. The profile scheduling was used to find the best scheduling using the static scheduling method and the actual compilation time of the commands as input. Therefore, if compilation time data is available from previous runs, then the profile scheduling can be used as an enhanced version of static scheduling. In this research, it is assumed that no previous compilation time is available. Therefore, the static and dynamic scheduling methods are compared with a upperbound scheme of profile scheduling and the ideal case. All mobile applications have very high parallel ratio, and therefore the slopes of the speedup with respect to the number of remote nodes is much greater than most of the GNU applications. The static scheduling gets 6% more performance than the dynamic and 2% less than the profile scheduling. As depicted in Fig. 11 , mobile applications' compilation time is proportional to the number of included headers of a source file. Thus, we included the number of header files in the prediction of compilation times for the mobile applications. Other parts of scheduling policies/process are the same as the one described for the GNU applications.
H-cache The mobile applications receive huge advantages from the H-cache scheme, which is very different from the GNU applications. Because the GNU applications cached only 13 header files and the reference frequency was very low while the mobile applications cached about 1850 header files and the reference frequency was about 235000 times more on average. Figure 10 shows the speedup with respect to the local compilation on the master node: An ideal speedup derived from Amdahl's Law using the data shown in Table 2 and the speedup of DiSCo using the static scheduling method with or without the H-cache support is presented in Fig. 10 . H-cache support, the mobile appli- 
cations show 505% speedup on average while without Hcache configuration shows just 267% speedup on average with 7 remote nodes. Because of heavy preprocessing overhead, without H-cache configuration shows 2.6 times slower compilation time than the H-cache support configuration. The H-cache method reduces 76% of the preprocessing time compared to the without H-cache configuration method on average. We can conclude that H-cache support is very effective when dealing with very large size workloads when referencing a lot of header files frequently during a compilation process. Table 3 shows the hit and miss ratio of H-cache while varying bucket sizes (the number of hash records). There are two cache misses in H-cache: a cold miss and a capacity miss. When the bucket size is 2048, there is no capacity miss because the bucket size is large enough to accommodate all of the referenced files. If we reduce the bucket size to 1024 and 512, the capacity miss is increased to 3.5% and 10.8% on average, respectively. When the H-cache bucket size is reduced from 2048 to 512, the H-cache hit ratio is reduced by about 11% and the compilation speed is degraded by 7.5%. We can achieve reasonable performance improvement if we use more than 512 buckets for H-cache method.
H-cache Resource
Related Work
There are several public and commercial distributed compilers [5] - [7] for software programming language, and they are compared in Table 4 . The distcc is the GNU distributed compiler for UNIX based applications [4] . The compiler is initiated and all its compilation processes are managed by the make utility. Both local and remote preprocessing schemes are supported [19] . The compilation tool has various plug-ins for fast distributed compilation, such as ccache, distcc-mon, and ccontrol. The ccache is the compiler cache for fast recompilation. It records already compiled object files and their related source files for all compilation. When the project is compiled again, ccache provides an already compiled source file's compilation result file without actual compilation. The distcc-mon is a very simple compilation process monitoring application on the master node. The ccontrol is a distributed compilation job manager that helps load balancing between remotes [20] . It calculates the weight of each compilation job and chooses an appropriate remote node according to the weight and its status. The distcc shows good performance, but as shown in Fig. 5 this compiler has less parallelization opportunities than DiSCo. The dmake is an enhanced version of the make utility [6] . Different from the make utility, dmake manages distributed compilation with source code sharing via NFS [21] . The basic operation of dmake is similar to the make utility, but dmake supports a remote preprocessing method. The zBuilder is a commercial distributed compiler for the ARM based source projects, especially for mobile device related software [7] . The zBuilder uses a file transmission based remote preprocessing, but this scheme incurs heavy communication overhead. In order to reduce the overhead between the master node and the remote nodes, zBuilder uses P2P file transmission between remote nodes and inhibits redundant file transmission of already sent files to the same remote node. To do this, zBuilder parses all source files before the distribution of the distributed compilation job for very long time. Also, it depends on make utility so to use zBuilder properly, a user has to modify many parts of Makefile manually. The IncrediBuild is another commercial distributed compiler for MSVC++ (Microsoft Visual C++) [5] and Windows based 'make' projects using the automatic interception interface [14] . It supports remote preprocessing and uses a file caching technique to reduce network traffic for recently accessed files. In addition, this distributed compiler uses dynamic resource management that is not known to the public. DiSCo differs from all of the above in that it supports remote linking, make utility independent extensive dependency analysis and static scheduling using source file and/or header file information.
Another interesting build scheme is the incremental builds. In particular, Ninja [2] has been the most used incremental build tool, and it has been used for building Chrome web browser on the Linux platform. By avoiding redundant build procedures, Ninja can reduce compilation time drastically. However, Ninja does not support distributed compilation, and therefore its parallelism is limited. Also, Ninja may not have enough opportunities of the incremental build when building a source project for the first time. Because, the incremental build requires history of the project build process.
Conclusion
This paper proposed a scalable distributed compilation tool for heavy workloads, called DiSCo. To the best of our knowledge our compiler system is the first distributed compiler to support complete distributed processing in all compilation passes, such as preprocessing, compilation, and linking. The DiSCo compilation tool exploits higher parallelism by an extensive dependency analysis in compilation commands and remote linking than the other existing distributed compilers. Moreover, we developed a static scheduling scheme that uses a very accurate prediction of the compilation time (only 6% difference from the actual compilation time on average) determined from number/size information of the source and header files. Our scheme could reduce 93% of the communication overhead when using the dynamic scheduling method and minimize the load imbalance to 1.7% of the total compilation time. Also, DisCo adopts a file caching scheme called H-cache that reduced remote compilation time and a network drive interface as a simple file sharing scheme. We evaluated the performance in detail by compiling 8 GNU applications and 4 real mobile applications. The proposed static scheduling method achieved 9% higher performance than the dynamic scheduling and only 2% lower performance than the profile scheduling. In addition, DiSCo showed very good performance scalability with up to 7 remote nodes and outperformed the existing well-known distributed compilers like distcc and IncrediBuild. Finally, on average, the remote linking scheme provides 12% better performance than the local linking on three benchmarks.
Currently many virtual cloud systems such as Amazon EC2, Rackspace Cloud Servers, etc. [22] , [23] that provide the state-of-the-art computing power are available, and these systems may allow more opportunities to improve the performance of distributed compilation. An example of future research may include applying cloud computing to distributed compilation techniques. We remain this study as our future work.
